
 
Date: 19th May 2018 

Time: 1100 - 1500 
Venue:  Scube Office  
  
Attendees: ALL 
  
Agenda: 1. Framework training by Scube on Struts 

● Struts.xml handle routing 
○ Firstly the url shows which package is triggered based on 

namespace 
○ Based on the package, we would find out the action name 
○ Based on the action name, the respective java class file 

would be triggered 
○ In the java class file, the method execute is going to be 

called 
○ The execute method is going to run based on the instruction 

logic 
○ A string would be returned back to struts.xml 
○ View would be triggered 

● Tiles  
○ Provides a templating mechanism that allows the separation 

of layout from content of pages 
○ To be used in conjunction with Struts 
○ Definition will declare the name of the definition, template 

to point to and also the respective jsp to load 
2. Clarify project constraints and requirements - Jboss, Java EE 7 etc 

● Leo mentioned to us that we would have to use Java EE 7 and JBoss 
Server 

● If we are not able to setup JBoss server, do inform him asap and we 
would change to Tomcat instead 

3. Clarify scope and project timeline 
● Clarified project scope - identification of core modules and 

secondary modules 
● Informed Leo that our first project milestone would be proposal, 

followed by acceptance during the first week of August 
 
 
 

 
 
 

S/N Discussion/Action Item Action By Due Date 

1 Further requirements gathering to capture 
any possible scenarios/questions after the 
framework training 

Everyone 27th May 2018  



2 Further technical research on frameworks 
and tools - more on Jboss, Struts, jQuery, 
chart.js 

Backend - Dion, Zhen 
Dan and HongYuan 
Frontend - Xin Yi and 
Zhen Dan 

27th May 2018  

 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:00pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if 
there are no amendments reported in the next three days. 
 
Prepared by, 
Lee Zhi Tao 
 
Vetted and edited by,  
All 
 
 


